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Executive Summary

For generations, America’s standing in the world has been a source of strength, security, prosperity, and legitimacy. That standing is now in peril, according to a wide range of studies that span the political spectrum. America’s tarnished international reputation carries a price. Whether the United States seeks to draw more allied troops to Afghanistan, win votes in international organizations, or undermine support for terrorists, anti-American attitudes obstruct the achievement of national interests. Winning support is harder; our enemies’ missions are easier.

Though America increasingly must engage, persuade, and attract the cooperation of foreign publics in order to achieve national interests, our country must do so in a world that has changed markedly since our public diplomacy institutions were created. Public opinion holds more sway than any previous time in history. Information and communication technologies are cheap and ubiquitous. A dense network of private companies, non-governmental organizations, and social movements exert ever more influence relative to governments. Vicious ideologies sustain violence that puts Americans and our allies in jeopardy both at home and around the globe. In this environment, our country needs new strategies, stronger institutions, and innovative methods.

There is cause for optimism. Our government is built on sound and appealing principles that are widely admired even when our policies are not. We have risen to challenges before, through adaptation, ingenuity, and effort. Our nation has abundant assets. American businesses, universities, media, philanthropy, and technologies touch every part of the world. We lead the world in innovation, communication, education, and research. Our civil servants are capable and dedicated.

Americans themselves are talented and compassionate. America, in short, is well equipped to meet the complex challenges of today and the future. But to do so, we must rediscover and marshal existing strengths, both inside and outside our government.

This report presents concrete steps to strengthen America’s efforts to engage, persuade, and attract the support of foreign publics. As part of a comprehensive plan to enhance our government’s public diplomacy, it urges the creation of a nimble and entrepreneurial new non-profit organization, the USA•World Trust, to complement and support U.S. government efforts. The USA•World Trust will draw on the enormous goodwill, creativity, knowledge, and talent of the American people and likeminded partners overseas to

- present a more accurate and nuanced vision of America to counterbalance the one-sided views sometimes promulgated by popular culture and foreign media
- contribute to an environment of mutual trust, respect, and understanding in which cooperation is more feasible
- promote shared values and their champions
- inform and support our government’s public diplomacy efforts through the sharing of knowledge regarding communication, public opinion, foreign cultures, and technology.

To do this, the USA•World Trust will engage in five sets of activities. First, it will conduct research and analysis, drawing on the knowledge of experts and conveyed in a form useful to public diplomacy practitioners. Second, it will tap the vast potential of the private sector and engage companies,
non-governmental organizations, universities, and others to work on innovative new initiatives. Third, it will provide grants and venture capital to endeavors that advance the USA·World Trust’s objectives. Fourth, it will identify, cultivate, and experiment with new technologies and media products that support U.S. public diplomacy and strategic communication. Fifth, it will bring together practitioners from the U.S. government, scholars, and talented visitors from the private and non-profit sectors to address public diplomacy and strategic communication challenges. In all these efforts, the Trust will engage new voices and talent, serve as a resource to government and private groups that wish to improve America’s image, strengthen America’s relations with foreign populations, and combat anti-American ideologies.

Interviews with hundreds of experts emphasized that this new organization will not fulfill its potential if it is not part of a comprehensive effort to strengthen our government’s efforts to engage the world. Thus, this report also recommends

- an intensified commitment to public diplomacy and strategic communication, at all stages of policy making and at all levels of government
- a major new investment in public diplomacy and strategic communication
- strong leadership, clear lines of authority, and stronger mechanisms to ensure coordination between government agencies
- expanded capacity for public diplomacy within the State Department, including the creation of interagency “hubs” for public diplomacy and strategic communication in major world regions; deputy assistant secretaries for

public diplomacy in every regional and most functional bureaus of the State Department; more and better trained staff, especially foreign service officers in the field; more training and educational opportunities for public diplomacy professionals; and programs to draw outside experts into government

- streamlined policies to facilitate government partnerships with the private sector
- a review of international broadcasting strategy and operations
- a frank discussion of how covert information operations should fit into our government’s national security and public diplomacy strategy
- policies and practices that more effectively balance security and engagement at our borders, in immigration and visa policies, and at our embassies overseas.

At this moment in history, America has the opportunity to build the capabilities it needs now and for the future. This report recommends practical steps to achieve that goal. These recommendations will not resolve America’s public diplomacy challenges once and for all. However, they represent a first and hopefully important step towards building stronger relations with foreign societies in order to serve American interests.

The underlying philosophy of these recommendations is that Americans themselves are our greatest national asset. Educating, engaging and empowering our own citizens at home and abroad, will do much to underscore the diligent efforts of our government, regain a climate of mutual trust and respect, and rebuild America’s image in the eyes of the world.
Introduction

The Internet was a brilliant and bold solution to a national security threat. A researcher named Paul Baran proposed a defense that would protect America’s communication system from a Soviet attack. He recognized the vulnerability inherent in centralization and advocated a distributed network with multiple connections between nodes. If one node in the mesh-like web failed, other links between them would survive, even thrive, unperturbed.

Though Baran was born in Poland, his solution was quintessentially American. It reflected our most fundamental principles of political and economic organization: that decentralized institutions that empower individuals are more efficient, more adaptive, more innovative, less vulnerable to disruption, and ultimately stronger. Individual components may err or falter, but the sum of good connections overwhelms those that fail.

The spirit of Baran’s vision is worth remembering today as we contemplate how America engages the world.

This report examines America’s ability to engage, persuade, and attract the cooperation of foreign publics. It recommends strengthening existing capabilities, in ways that recognize the complex global environment we face now and the evolving threats we must face in the future. It also presents a vision for the future and concrete steps to achieve it. These recommendations draw on extensive research and analysis as well as conversations with hundreds of experts and practitioners from government, private companies, non-governmental organizations, and academia.

What our government does—not what our government says—has the most significant impact on perceptions of America around the world. That is true now and will be so in the future. To protect America’s moral authority, as well as the trust and even power that authority conveys, our policies should be in line with our highest ideals. They must also be constructed to advance U.S. interests, taking into account the full range of costs and benefits, including foreign public opinion and its implications.

“Anti-Americanism is endangering our national security and compromising the effectiveness of our diplomacy. Not only is the United States at increased risk of direct attack from those who hate it most, but it is also becoming more difficult for America to realize its long-term aspirations as it loses friends and influence.”


What we say, and how we say it, matters as well. To speak with influence, our government must have a powerful, unified, and persuasive voice,
The core mission of this study is to evaluate calls for a new independent, public-private organization to strengthen America’s relations with foreign societies. It does so below and offers a business plan for a new organization that fills a gap in our national public diplomacy strategy.

However, it is impossible to do this effectively without considering how such an organization would fit into a broader U.S. strategy. A new organization should not be construed as a magic bullet that will address all of America’s public diplomacy challenges. Thus, this study also advocates key changes within current government agencies to strengthen U.S. public diplomacy.

This study does not call for two things. First, it does not endorse calls for a new cabinet-level government agency to conduct public diplomacy. Though some now regret the demise of the United States Information Agency (USIA) and we might be pleased with that organization if it existed today, we should not simply recreate it now. Creating a large new bureaucracy would absorb our energy and resources, diverting them from the crucial mission of engaging foreign publics. It would also create competition and overlapping authorities between agencies, which already exist in sufficient number. Instead, we should view the absence of USIA as an opportunity to ask what capabilities our nation will need for the next fifty years and what institutions should house them.

Second, this report calls for relatively little organizational change within existing government structures, choosing instead to focus on bolstering existing government agencies and giving them the chance to work. Our country knows from experience how much energy organizational restructuring can take, how long it takes for organizational cultures to evolve, and how much attention they can sap. We do not need that now. Not all organizational restructurings are ill-advised; many are extremely valuable. But benefits must be weighed against costs and, at this moment, the costs are too high.
“Many of the tools that promote change are not in the hands of government. The dynamic dimensions of life today are largely in the private sector, not in the government. Nongovernmental organizations, private foundations, businesses, universities, and citizens undertake innovative and exciting activities every day that boost the power and attractiveness of the American model.”

—CSIS Commission on Smart Power: A smarter, more secure America, 2007

There is remarkable consensus on the need to strengthen U.S. public diplomacy, from across the political spectrum, across the federal government, and across American society. The interviews conducted for this study uncovered calls for reform from conservative and liberal think tanks, the business community, academia, the Congress, cultural institutions, and non-profit organizations. These voices for reform cut across demographic groups and party boundaries.

The changes advocated in this report will aid our nation’s fight against terrorists and their vicious ideologies. Yet this fight is not our only challenge. We also must build international coalitions to address climate change, confront nuclear proliferation, encourage the wavering to choose democracy and freedom, and condemn the territorial invasion of the weak by the strong. Failures of imagination have left us unprepared for threats in the past; we should not make that mistake again.

Tomorrow’s challenges will differ from those of the past, but the methods we should use are tried: strong and wise government by and for the people, that harnesses the ingenuity and effort of Americans, and unleashes the unique vision of opportunity and hope that is America’s gift to the world.
The World America Faces

America benefits when the global environment is conducive to advancing U.S. national interests. That is not the environment we face now. According to 2008 polls by the BBC and the University of Maryland’s Program for International Policy Attitudes,

- Publics in 23 countries view America’s influence in the world more negatively than the influence of North Korea.¹
- Citizens in closely allied countries believe that America’s influence in the world is mainly negative (62% in Canada, 72% in Germany, 58% in Australia, and 53% in Great Britain).²
- Citizens of a NATO ally (64% of Turks) view the United States as the greatest threat to their country in the future.³
- Only 9% of Egyptians, 12% of Pakistanis, 19% of Moroccans, and 23% of Indonesians believe the primary goal of the U.S. war on terror is to protect the United States from terrorist attacks and not to militarily dominate the Middle East or weaken and divide the Islamic religion and its people.⁴

At least in part, these attitudes reflect foreign opinions regarding recent American policies: the Iraq War, the treatment of prisoners at Guantanamo Bay, the U.S. position on climate change, and others. Some of these policies may change with the entry of a new presidential administration. Other American policies and characteristics are likely to remain unpopular overseas.

“Achieving our interests is far easier if we do not have to buck a tide of anti-Americanism in addition to considered policy opposition.”

America should not change its policies because of foreign opinion. We do not elect our leaders to win popularity contests overseas. But that does not mean that foreign opinions do not affect America. Understanding, engaging, and shaping foreign opinion is therefore relevant, regardless of what policy choices our country ultimately makes.

There are positive trends as well. In some parts of the world, especially Africa but also in Peru, Poland, and Japan, support for America is strong. Globally, there is growing support for values Americans cherish: racial equality and equal

rights for women, freedom of expression on the Internet, and governments that reflect the will of their people. Elements of American society such as science and innovation, higher education, and business practices remain widely admired even where our policies are not. At the same time, public support for suicide bombing and Osama bin Laden has dropped.

“Our national security strategy depends upon securing the cooperation of other nations, which will depend heavily on the extent to which our efforts abroad are viewed as legitimate by their publics. The solution is not to be found in some slick PR campaign or by trying to out-propagandize al-Qaeda, but rather through the steady accumulation of actions and results that build trust and credibility over time.”

Overall, however, the international environment is currently not conducive to promoting American interests. When the United States is not just disliked but also distrusted, when not just our policies but our moral authority is questioned, it is politically difficult for foreign leaders to support U.S. policies and potentially popular to block them. The views of foreign populations matter. Like it or not, the United States needs the support of its friends and allies, and sometimes even its enemies. Whether the United States would like to build international support for stronger sanctions against Iran’s nuclear program, revive international trade negotiations, isolate countries that deny their citizens’ human rights, prevent the spread of pandemic influenza, place missile systems in Eastern Europe or a military command in Africa, convince allies to send troops to Afghanistan, promote the sustainable use of forests and fisheries, or undermine support for terrorist networks, public backing makes success more likely. The current environment also helps our enemies, by creating larger numbers willing to aid, applaud, or acquiesce in their actions.

To advance American interests, defend against threats, and build the kind of international system our nation would like to inhabit in the future, the United States needs to rebuild its relations not just with foreign governments but also with their people. Engaging foreign opinion has always been important but it is increasingly important for four reasons.

“Since 1974, more than 90 countries have made transitions to democracy, and by the turn of the century approximately 60 percent of the world’s independent states were democratic.”

1) The spread of democracy has changed the global political calculus. Though democracy is now faltering in some countries, the number of democracies has nonetheless doubled since 1974. In democracies, leaders suffer domestic political costs—a loss of power or authority—based on how well citizens think leaders have protected the country’s interests. For the United States to attract the support of foreign governments, therefore, foreign publics must accept or at least acquiesce. If such

---

cooperation is politically poisonous for democratically elected leaders, attracting support will be difficult even when interests align. Of note, authoritarian regimes are also sensitive to public opinion, even as they try to limit its influence. These regimes know that publics have more latent power to mobilize opposition than ever before due to unprecedented access to information and the ability to disseminate it cheaply and widely.

2) **Today's most pressing challenges transcend boundaries** and cannot be addressed alone. Climate change, infectious disease, international terrorist networks, reforming international institutions, and the trafficking of goods and people are issues that require the active cooperation of others: allies, international organizations, private companies, non-governmental organizations, competitors, and even enemies. Progress on these issues requires a climate in which such collaboration is possible.

3) **Ideas and ideologies** themselves are central to current security threats. As in the Cold War, the ability to win support for a political ideal, attack competing visions, and undermine the people and networks holding those competing visions, is necessary for success. Terrorists and insurgents depend on deep networks of support that may not require any violent or even illegal acts. Success in confronting these groups requires countering repugnant ideologies and presenting a more appealing vision of the future.

4) **Many current security threats cannot be confronted effectively with military force alone.** Force is and will remain an essential element of statecraft. Nonetheless, when threats are diffuse and asymmetric, when force actually mobilizes support for enemies and thereby strengthens them, states must find additional ways to address national security challenges. Public diplomacy and strategic communication are valuable instruments that expand the range of options available to leaders.

To advance our national interests in this environment, America should redouble its efforts to engage, persuade, and lead with the power of an appealing vision. Traditional diplomacy, the engagement of foreign governments, will always be critical. But it must be bolstered by a comprehensive effort to engage publics.

> **“Groups and individuals have been empowered, and hierarchy, centralization, and control are being undermined . . . Power is shifting away from nation-states, up, down and sideways.”**

The way we engage foreign publics should change to reflect a changing world. After all, the world America faces today is far different that the one our country faced when our major public diplomacy institutions were built. Information and communication technologies are changing not just the way people communicate, but also the way they think and behave. Power is diffusing to new and newly empowered global actors: states, transnational networks, multinational companies, non-governmental organizations, and individuals. America needs to adapt, and continue adapting.

**The information and communications revolution** created a world in which images and information fly around the world—regardless of their truth or fairness. These new technologies can spread understanding and mobilize publics for peaceful ends. For instance, three individuals used Face-
book to mobilize 1 million people in Colombia, and activists in several other countries, to march in protest against the tactics of the guerilla group known as the FARC. These same technologies can spread violence and hatred, as demonstrated by Al-Qaeda and its disciples.

A key characteristic of the new information and communication technologies is that they grant individuals the power to mobilize global support for their missions. Individuals can now garner support, recruit fighters, raise money, and build social movements—from almost anywhere at any time and at a very low cost. This power is available to a staggering number: more than one billion people now use the Internet, YouTube now serves over 100 million videos per day, and an estimated 184 million bloggers post their opinions. These individuals are not just from the West. Egypt has more Facebook users than all but two other countries.8

In this information-rich environment, discrete events can have major strategic implications as they are viewed, circulated, and portrayed as evidence that supports narratives espoused by particular groups. Shocking photos of Iraqis demeaned and tortured by American soldiers in Iraq’s Abu Ghraib prison lent support to anti-American perspectives and called pro-American voices into question. Images both enhance and detract from power. Consequently, states must actively manage their images and persuade foreign elites and publics that America’s vision deserves their support.

However, we should not forget that 21st century technologies coexist with technologies of an earlier era, fragmenting audiences and complicating efforts to reach them. About one third of the world’s population still does not have telephones, but the number of Internet users in China recently surpassed the number of users in the United States. Newspapers are struggling in North America but thriving in India. In Africa, there are 23 radios for every hundred people. In the Middle East and North Africa, some 175 million people watch satellite television every day.9

New global powers are rising. These powers include states like China, India, and Brazil; coalitions of states like the European Union; and a re-emerged and aggressive Russia. They include global media giants like Al Jazeera and CNN, which alone reaches 2 billion people in more than 200 countries. Non-governmental organizations number in the tens of thousands and exert powerful influence over governments, international organizations, and global affairs. Multinational companies span the globe, with enormous global impact. More than 5 billion people outside the United States and Canada paid to see Hollywood movies last year alone and the global workforce of the Coca-Cola Company is three times that of the U.S. State Department.10 The value of private American philanthropy now exceeds official foreign assistance, with annual grants of the Gates Foundation surpassing the gross domestic product of many developing countries. Loose terrorist networks count themselves among the greatest threats to the world’s most powerful states.

The existence of transnational actors is not new, but their influence has reached unprecedented levels vis-à-vis the power of national governments.8 Kanupriya Tewari “Facebook Faceoff,” OpenNet Initiative (July 21, 2008), see <http://opennet.net/blog/2008/07/facebook-faceoff>.


As a result, official engagement with foreign societies is now dwarfed by private engagement, especially the movement of people, capital, goods, services, culture, and images. Barring a major economic depression or global pandemic, this trend is likely to continue.

“Globalization and the information revolution are empowering decentralized networks that challenge state-centered hierarchies... power comes not only from the ability to field armies, but also from the capacity to coordinate diffuse actors.”


These conditions are reshaping the global landscape in ways that challenge American policies and practices. America must now communicate with an incredible diversity of audiences, in new ways, in the midst of an information tempest. The 21st century is not an age of information scarcity. America must compete for attention and credibility.

America can adapt and, in fact, the world is changing in ways that should play to our country’s strengths. We have the most flexible, most competitive, most creative economy in the world and are global leaders in communication and innovation. As a nation, we are skillful, well-educated, and entrepreneurial. While we build on our own strengths, our enemies may weaken. Some argue, for instance, that Al-Qaeda’s quick adaptation to new technologies is not extending to the next generation of communications. We should prepare for the future regardless.

To communicate effectively in this new environment, America needs to reform in ways that strengthen the voice of government, empower our own people, engage the like-minded around the world, and use new media and technologies in agile and innovative ways. This report will explain how to do this, concretely and specifically.

### Table: 2007 Annual Budget, Employees, and Global Presence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2007 Annual Budget</th>
<th>Employees</th>
<th>Global Presence¹¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Department of State</td>
<td>$10.2 billion</td>
<td>28,000</td>
<td>over 180 countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coca-Cola</td>
<td>$28.9 billion</td>
<td>90,500</td>
<td>over 200 countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citigroup</td>
<td>$81.7 billion</td>
<td>275,000</td>
<td>over 100 countries</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

America, and by extension Americans, will benefit from regaining the moral high ground and pursuing a policy of hard-headed engagement with the world. To do this, we should imagine a new vision of America and how we want others to perceive it. In this vision,

- America once again will be seen as a city on a hill that stands for opportunity and freedom not just for Americans, but for the world.
- This vision of America will be reinvented for a new generation of young people around the world.
- Our actions will be, and be perceived to be, in line with our highest ideals.
- The appeal of our enemies and ideological competitors will wither.
- Nations will cooperate willingly with the United States when they share interests and, when they disagree, will nonetheless respect the legitimacy of policies derived through democratic decision-making and based on legitimate principles.

*To win the war of ideas, the United States must clearly recognize the importance of America’s voice and good standing as elements of its power and influence in the world.*


This vision does not ignore the long history of anti-Americanism or its many forms, which are unlikely to vanish. Nor does it forget that power breeds resentment, a fate of all world powers.

Within these boundaries, however, our own history teaches that there is substantial room for cooperation, even inspiration. Americans can move foreign opinion, through what we say and do, how we engage the world, and how we rise to meet circumstance.

How we engage the world is the function of public diplomacy—defined as the promotion of national interests through efforts to inform, engage, and influence foreign publics—and it has become increasingly important. The world is evolving in ways that increase the utility of public diplomacy as an instrument of statecraft and limit the effectiveness of other tools. Yet, public diplomacy is also undervalued, underused, and poorly understood.

Using public diplomacy to its full potential is not an easy task and, indeed, most other major nations are now grappling with this challenge. However, the unique nature of the United States equips us better than any other nation to use public diplomacy well. Embracing that potential should be among our highest foreign policy objectives.

*“Some things that were true before 9/11 are still true today. Among them are that the United States, for all our power, cannot be secure in a world that does not trust us and that resents and resists our leadership; that the United States, as any state, needs friends and allies; and that the United States cannot be effective in, much less lead, a world that it neither listens to nor understands.”*

When considering public diplomacy, it is useful to appreciate what public diplomacy can and cannot accomplish. Public diplomacy can be used to accomplish five strategic objectives:

1. informing, engaging, and persuading foreign publics in support of specific policies

2. promoting understanding of America, its institutions, values, and people in all their complexity in order to, at a minimum, help publics to put information about the United States in proper context and—more ambitiously—enhance our nation’s appeal

3. creating a climate of mutual understanding, respect, and trust in which cooperation is more feasible

4. encouraging support for shared values—which environmental protection, the rule of law, support for free markets, or the illegitimacy of suicide bombing—that support American interests

5. strengthening the dense network of personal relationships between current and future societal leaders, opening channels of communication that can reduce conflict and confusion, creating opportunities for collaboration, and facilitating the achievement of common goals.

As a necessary part of achieving these objectives, it is essential to understand foreign societies, cultures, economies, institutions, politics, communication networks, and values. Building, maintaining, and accessing this knowledge efficiently is a substantial undertaking in itself.

Government agencies are well suited to accomplish some of these objectives and ill suited for others. Policy advocacy, the first objective above, is primarily the purview of government. Government and civil society organizations—each with their own strengths and weaknesses, each holding more appeal with some audiences than with others—can effectively address the rest. Accomplishing these goals requires operating on different time horizons. Some are short-term goals and some are long-term goals; we need the organizational capacity to pursue both simultaneously and the ability to resist short-term needs trumping long-term strategies. Accomplishing these goals also requires a broad range of public diplomacy instruments: media relations and speeches, town halls and cross-cultural dialogues, exchange programs and broadcasting, cultural diplomacy and science diplomacy, web pages and leaflets, and countless others. This report recommends steps to strengthen the U.S. government’s ability to mobilize the private sector and civil society, in the United States and overseas, to accomplish the full range of these objectives to the best of our national abilities.

Within our government, there are many actors in public diplomacy. The President and Vice President are the most visible individual agents of American influence. The State Department, with its many constituent bureaus and network of embassies, is now the lead agency in public diplomacy. The Department of Defense engages in extensive public diplomacy and strategic communication activities. Its vast and increasing resources for public diplomacy and strategic communication exceed civilian resources. The Broadcasting Board of Governors is an independent agency that oversees numerous U.S. government-funded broadcast services. The United States Agency for International Development has increased its public diplomacy and communications activities, especially efforts to promote awareness of American aid overseas. The U.S. Congress influ-
ences public diplomacy through its legislation, oversight, and appropriations but also through its Members’ overseas visits and public statements. The Department of Homeland Security has enormous influence on the experience of millions of visitors who enter our country. Numerous other agencies including Health and Human Services, Commerce, Justice, Agriculture, and Labor all have significant international activities.

The extent of our government’s reach should not blind us to the limits of its impact. Our government’s public diplomacy activities are, and increasingly will be, only a fraction of the many images and bits of information citizens around the world receive every day. Moreover, they are only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>50 Years Ago</th>
<th>Today</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>World Population</td>
<td>2.9 billion people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Tourists Worldwide</td>
<td>25 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Exchange Students in the U.S.</td>
<td>48,486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Students Abroad</td>
<td>12,536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Direct Investment</td>
<td>$905.3 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Official Development Assistance</td>
<td>$2.7 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Private Philanthropy to Developing Countries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone Subscribers Worldwide</td>
<td>3% of population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Phone Subscribers Worldwide</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet Users Worldwide</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloggers Worldwide</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have Watched an Online Video</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MySpace Social Network Users Worldwide</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“International diplomacy in the 21st century will be increasingly nongovernmental in character, due in part to the proliferation of non-governmental organizations . . .; the rise of charitable giving by foundations and individuals; and the growing role of academia and private business. The involvement of these new actors in what had previously been the domain of the government creates a multitude of opportunities for innovative cooperation to shape the world’s development.”

—Advisory Commission on Transformational Diplomacy, *A Call to Action*, 2007

---

one part of the many ways America—through its culture, products, services, philanthropy, people, and media—reaches foreign publics. That does not reduce public diplomacy’s importance; perhaps it increases it. But we need to maintain our perspective.

To be most influential, American public diplomacy should tap into and mobilize these private actors as much as possible—as advocated by countless recent reports. This should happen within our current official structures, as recommended later in this document. Nonetheless, public diplomacy will be even more effective if it finds new ways to engage private actors and new ways to employ technology, media, and private sector expertise. Toward that end, this report recommends a new public-private organization: the USA•World Trust.
I\n the world we now face, America needs the ability to engage foreign publics using a diverse range of methods, a diverse range of voices, and more speed and agility than ever before. Our country needs to understand foreign concerns deeply and appeal to shared interests and values in ways that resonate both locally and globally. Yet, our government need not meet this challenge alone. Americans and other supporters worldwide are ready and eager to help.

As part of a comprehensive strategy to strengthen and re-imagine U.S. public diplomacy, a new non-profit organization would stimulate and harness the vast potential of the American people and foreign partners, engage partners perceived as trusted messengers among target audiences, fill critical gaps that current government agencies are not well suited to fill, and strengthen our government by providing targeted and useful research, analysis, technologies, and strategies drawn from a wide range of experts in a wide range of fields.

More than ten other reports have called for some sort of independent or semi-independent new organization to support public diplomacy, modeled on the U.S. Institute of Peace, Corporation for Public Broadcasting, National Endowment for Democracy, British Council, and the RAND Corporation, among others (see Appendix B). This study carefully evaluated these recommendations, as well as whether a new bureaucracy was needed at all. It concludes that there is a need for a new organization, but one that fills gaps rather than duplicates efforts, amplifies the work of others rather than competes with them, and ultimately strengthens government rather than diverts resources from it. The value of this organization will not come from a large number of dedicated staff, but rather its ability to mobilize, galvanize, and amplify the ideas and efforts of others.

The USA\-World Trust should be an independent 501(c)(3) organization that serves the national interest but is not constrained by the day-to-day political and diplomatic operations of the United States government. It should be an honest broker, a credible voice that promotes sustained and purposeful global engagement, a nexus for new and even unlikely partnerships, and a center of gravity that attracts the goodwill, creativity, and initiative of the American people and foreign societies. It should be a hub of creativity and experimentation; though there are many creative people in government, large bureaucracies are not the natural habitat of innovation.

“In projecting America’s messages, we must be especially mindful of something that every good salesman understands—if you do not trust the messenger, you do not trust the message. We strongly believe that we can avoid this problem by using private sector partnerships and new approaches.”

—Independent Task Force on Public Diplomacy

The Trust must be scrupulously nonpartisan and constructive in tone. Every action must be in line with the highest American ideals: justice, tolerance, democracy, community, and freedom. Its reputation for integrity, objectivity, and commitment to the public interest must be beyond reproach.
The mission of the USA•World Trust should be to promote U.S. national interests through efforts to

- present a more accurate and nuanced vision of America to counterbalance the one-sided views sometimes promulgated by popular culture and foreign media
- contribute to an environment of mutual trust, respect, and understanding in which cooperation is more feasible
- promote shared values and their champions
- inform and support our government’s public diplomacy efforts through the sharing of knowledge regarding communications, public opinion, foreign cultures, and technology.

The Trust should focus on four key areas of engagement: research and analysis; grants and venture capital; media and technology; and outreach, government relations, and fund-raising. These areas are described in detail below.

Two key elements should characterize these programs. First, the Trust should emphasize partnership, including partnerships between American and foreign groups. Drawing on the examples of Sesame Street, the Asia Foundation, and other organizations, partnerships with local organizations overseas often build trust, increase the likelihood of positive local media coverage, and lead to quality programs that appeal to local populations. Second, the Trust should emphasize collaboration among experts with a wide range of perspectives and talents. A visiting fellows program will draw together practitioners and experts from both inside and outside of the government to support all of these initiatives.

To focus these efforts, the Trust’s president and board of directors should develop both an annual and a three-year plan to identify priority areas of activity, in response to national needs and targets of opportunity.

USA•World Trust Organizational Structure
**THE USA- WORLD TRUST: A FOCUS ON ACTION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AsK</th>
<th>ATrACT</th>
<th>BuILd</th>
<th>EnerGize</th>
<th>CoNvENe</th>
<th>Share</th>
<th>ExPand</th>
<th>Involve</th>
<th>FaUnd</th>
<th>FaUn</th>
<th>CaTalyZe</th>
<th>ExPand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>questions. Where are there unexploited opportunities? Are underlying assumptions based on evidence? What do foreign populations think and why? What means of engaging foreign publics are and are not effective?</td>
<td>talented individuals from government, the military, private companies, universities, and non-governmental organizations to work for short or long term assignments and contribute their expertise</td>
<td>a community of professionals both inside and outside government with expertise relevant to public diplomacy and strategic communication</td>
<td>high-impact programs by bringing new resources, attention, and expertise</td>
<td>American and foreign experts, practitioners, funders, and stakeholders to create raised awareness, new dialogue, deeper understanding, new solutions, stronger networks, and new partnerships</td>
<td>research and analysis, best practices, contacts, and expertise</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATAlyze</td>
<td>the discovery of new solutions to problems through competitions, grants, and bringing stakeholders together</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExPAND</td>
<td>successful initiatives to new geographic regions, new audiences, or new media platforms</td>
<td>INVolve</td>
<td>new actors in the United States and overseas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEarn</td>
<td>through polling, focus groups, interviews, research, and regular consultations with experts and officials about U.S. national needs, foreign attitudes and interests, foreign societies, effective methods of communication, useful models, and best practices</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeVERage</td>
<td>resources (whether financial, creative, or intellectual) and networks to create innovative new programs and strengthen and amplify successful programs of government, civil society, and business</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeVERAGE</td>
<td>resources (whether financial, creative, or intellectual) and networks to create innovative new programs and strengthen and amplify successful programs of government, civil society, and business</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SErve</td>
<td>as a resource to government agencies (including but not limited to the Departments of State, Defense, Commerce, the U.S. Agency for International Development, Millennium Challenge Corporation), and the military</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReSPOND</td>
<td>to government requests for information, analysis, expertise, and evaluation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoLiCIT</td>
<td>funds, expertise, volunteers, and new ideas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeEk</td>
<td>areas of opportunity where national interests and the interests of private companies, organizations, and individuals align</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InNOvate</td>
<td>by creating and adapting new media, methods of communication and engagement, partnerships, and understanding of current and emerging trends and how to respond</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InFoRM</td>
<td>U.S. government and military officers about foreign societies and cultures, useful strategies, effective methods of communication and engagement, new technologies, and emerging trends</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
KEY ACTIVITIES

GRANT-MAKING AND VENTURE CAPITAL

Grants should support the annual strategy as well as core program areas. Of note, grants have power far beyond the programs they fund. As experience with the National Science Foundation and Corporation for Public Broadcasting demonstrates, once grant writers invest effort in developing a proposal, they often seek funding elsewhere if their proposals are rejected. In this way, grant-making spurs action far beyond projects that are funded. Five funds are suggested to advance distinctive objectives.

AMERICA PROGRAM – funds American and foreign initiatives that present a more nuanced, complex, or appealing image of American society, institutions, and values than is normally portrayed in popular culture. Examples include:

- a short Hollywood-style film so compelling that airlines would agree to show it before landing on American soil
- foreign distribution of American news or documentary programs, such as the FX series *Thirty Days* or the documentary *Spellbound*
- extra tour stops and community outreach programs by major cultural shows such as the Alvin Ailey dance theater
- speaking tours and media engagements by American authors, technology leaders, or Nobel prize winning scientists
- translation projects that bring unfamiliar American perspectives to foreign audiences
- tours of multi-media museum exhibits about American history or political philosophy
- translation and dissemination of core documents such as the Constitution and Declaration of Independence
- a short program on U.S. foreign policy for the nearly 3,000 foreign researchers who already visit the National Institutes of Health on exchanges each year

PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM – funds partnerships between American and foreign organizations that promote mutual understanding as well as shared interests or values. Most programs should include media outreach. Examples include:

- co-produced news broadcasts for foreign distribution
- co-developed social networking sites that link American and foreign communities to promote understanding
- co-produced fundraisers, e.g. American and foreign musicians hosting a major televised concert to raise funds for an issue of common concern, such as AIDS or polio
- co-developed initiatives to advance women’s role in the global scientific community
- exchange programs that link local elected leaders, especially those with future leadership potential
- programs that link Americans and foreign societies where relations are poor through commonalities that transcend politics, religion, or ethnicity, e.g. lawyers, journalists, historians, and scientists all have strong professional codes or interests that bind them globally
- co-produced films and television programs
- co-written textbooks that present information in an objective manner
**VOICES OF COMMON VALUES FUND** – supports foreign voices that advocate shared values, as identified by the Board of Trustees. Examples include:

- grants to foreign filmmakers who wish to document the atrocities of radical Islamist extremists, in local languages for local audiences overseas
- funds to disseminate books or other media by foreign authors whose values and interests align with broad American values
- support for platforms for foreign opinion leaders, who may not agree with U.S. foreign policy, but support core values and interests
- foreign photography competitions that disseminate compelling or inspiring images

**MICRO-GRANTS PROGRAM** – quickly funds expenses of $10K or less to support initiatives that promote USA-World Trust objectives. Examples include:

- travel grants to support new university exchange programs, cross-cultural dialogues, or international initiatives by professional societies
- matching funds for small conferences or workshops
- translation expenses to extend the reach of valuable publications, websites, or radio or television programs
- video recordings of inter-faith dialogues that allow mosque or church members to see programs in which their faith leaders participated
- funds to allow a foreign journalist to report on a valuable initiative that supports the Trust’s mission
- support that allows documentary crews already filming overseas to bring in local filmmakers and film students for consultation or training

**VENTURE CAPITAL FUND** – invests in the launch of new organizations or projects with sufficient promise to be self-sustaining and long-lasting. The returns on this investment would be social and political rather than financial. Examples include:

- investment in expanding the operations of profit-generating enterprises into desired markets, where interests coincide with national interests e.g. the expansion of social networking sites that engage desired audiences
- investment in new business associations that engage American businesses in emerging economies
- investment in new educational NGOs with a promising business plan for fee-for-service English instruction
- projects incubated at the Trust then spun off to partner organizations that can sustain them
- matching funds that encourage new corporate or foundation support for educational or professional exchanges
- prizes for the best new technological application to accomplish a particular government agency’s public diplomacy challenge
- the translation and sale of relevant children’s book in new markets

**RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS**

The USA-World Trust should conduct independent research and analysis, distribute relevant knowledge in a form useful to public diplomacy and strategic communication professionals, lead external evaluation teams by request, and collect and disseminate best practices. It should not simply be a passive repository for information. Rather, it should set a research agenda and then actively commission, collect, and disseminate useful analyses to its constituents in government. To set that agenda, it should consult regularly with practitioners and policy leaders to diagnose their needs. Research and analysis may be performed on a contract basis for government agencies, but all research should be unclassified and public.
“Advanced public opinion and market research skills are critically underdeveloped in the U.S. government agencies responsible for our international relations . . . The State Department spends only about $5 million each year on global opinion research to understand what foreign publics think about our country, our people, and our policies. The Microsoft Corporation alone spends more than five times that much to research its global customer base.”

A central problem is not that useful information and insights do not exist, but rather that they are not in a form useful to practitioners. Thus, a key function of the Trust will be not only to collect and analyze information but also to work with practitioners to translate that information into actionable programs. As one government official put it, “I know how many people ages 18-25 use the Internet in the Middle East. That is different from knowing the best way for public diplomacy officers to use that information.” Examples include:

- weekly electronic publication that summarizes new research on communications, public opinion, foreign societies and cultures, best practices, and successful programs or initiatives and distills it into a form useful to practitioners in the military or government
- in-depth studies of particular issues or regions
- analysis papers that examine key issues such as the relationship between development assistance and public opinion, whether those who speak English as a second language get news from a more diverse range of sources, how to evaluate the impact of public diplomacy programs, where citizens of particular countries get their news and information, and new trends among the youth of particular countries or regions
- polling and focus groups
- detailed case studies intended to teach practitioners as well as case studies designed to capture lessons learned after major crises (for instance, the public affairs activities surrounding the provision of disaster assistance); this knowledge is often lost
- useful training materials developed in consultation with the State Department’s National Foreign Affairs Training Center, National Defense University, and the war colleges
- papers that analyze trends and suggest practical responses, such as how to tap into the power of diaspora or expatriate communities, how to leverage respect for American science and technology, how to effectively engage foreign tourists, and how to develop media campaigns that cross platforms (e.g. printed books, television, media outreach, and online fora)
- on-line collections of resources contributed by stakeholders. In interviews for this study, companies and non-governmental organizations both volunteered to grant access to non-proprietary research if they had an easy way to share it.

**Monitoring and Evaluation**

The USA•World Trust must be at the cutting edge of efforts to evaluate the impact of public diplomacy and strategic communication. Drawing on experts in the private sector, NGOs, universities, and government, the Trust should create toolkits to develop and evaluate metrics of success. The Trust should set an example by applying these metrics to its own programs, requiring grantees to adopt these measures of performance, and also aggressively disseminating best practices to its constituencies. All too frequently, funds for monitoring and evaluation are unavailable or the first to be cut. The Trust should eschew this practice, supporting monitoring and evaluation for all initiatives.
**Convening and Networking**

The Trust should support activities that bring together people, resources, and ideas. These activities could include conferences, workshops, on-line discussions, and conference calls. Again and again, study contributors argued that simply introducing the right partners to each other was an under-supplied public good and a powerful contribution to their success. The Trust should be especially mindful to support new initiatives that promote the mission, for instance helping successful diaspora groups in Silicon Valley that wish to reach out to compatriots worldwide, or introducing content developers to content distributors. It should also seek to bring groups with valuable knowledge together with those who would benefit, for instance commercial market research experts with government political analysts, or experts on foreign cultures together with government experts on post-conflict reconstruction. As appropriate, it should also support dialogues with civil society leaders in societies where formal diplomatic relations are poor but where greater understanding would benefit American interests: Syria, Iran, Cuba, or Venezuela. Finally, it should bring together those with ideas and contacts, those with staff and experience, and those with resources. Examples include:

- Convene government agencies, marketing experts, pollsters, and NGOs to draft a multi-dimensional strategy for engaging Arab youth
- Network with public diplomacy professionals in the field to learn what information or tools they would need to be more successful
- Convene members of the tourist and travel industry to identify collaborative initiatives to attract more visitors to the United States, for longer periods of time
- Network with the independent public diplomacy institutions of allied countries (e.g. the British Council and Germany’s Goethe Institute) and identify areas of possible collaboration in pursuit of shared interests.

**Visiting Fellows Program**

The Trust should host visitors from private companies, universities, non-governmental organizations, the armed services, and government agencies for short- or long-term assignments. Whether detailed for three months or two years, visitors would contribute new ideas, expertise, and contacts to the task of improving America’s relations with the world. Visitors could work on research projects, address technology challenges, develop new media products, or assist with public opinion polling. These positions should be competitive and at the discretion of the Trust. This program should require active outreach to find talented individuals and liaise with existing programs like the IBM Corporate Service Corps.

Bringing together subject experts and public diplomacy practitioners will allow the Trust to extend its network, craft programs that are useful to policy makers and practitioners in the U.S. government and military, and ensure access to cutting-edge knowledge, communication techniques, and technology.

The visitor program will also provide needed professional development opportunities for talented employees in the U.S. government and build a network of public servants in this field.

**Media and Technology Program**

The media and technology program should seek effective communication tools, compelling media content, and appealing new applications in support of the USA•WORLD Trust mission. In some circumstances, the program should commission products for radio, television, mobile phones, podcasts, on-line games, DVDs, print publications, web pages, or other vehicles of engagement. More commonly, the program should search for
mass publics or highly targeted opinion leaders. In all organizations, but especially this one, public diplomacy programs should pass the “drop in the bucket” test. No matter how good the program’s quality or how much the participants or organizers like it, its worth should be measured against how much impact it is likely to have in an absolute sense, and how much it advances the mission at hand.

Success should also be measured in terms of how much impact can be bought with a given investment of time, energy, and funds. Taking a lesson from social entrepreneurs and new approaches to philanthropy, it should seek out opportunities to invest small amounts for big returns. For instance, instead of commissioning expensive documentaries, the Trust could identify appropriate documentaries that already exist, test them in target audiences, and ask what incentives would be sufficient to encourage private companies to distribute them in key countries overseas—a more efficient, market-based approach than traditional public diplomacy.

**Governance and Accountability**

The USA•World Trust should be governed by a non-partisan board of directors, held in high regard for their integrity and knowledge. Modeled on the National Endowment for Democracy, the Board should include members of Congress from both major political parties and representatives of relevant sectors of American society. This study recommends that the initial board of directors be appointed by an esteemed bipartisan group representing a variety of stakeholders. This appointment committee should include senior representation from the State Department, Defense Department, and USAID as well as representatives from higher education, the media, business, the entertainment industry, science and technology, and other relevant sectors. Once a board is selected and establishes its legitimacy, future vacancies should be filled by a majority vote of the directors then in office and each director chosen should be of the same distinction and represent a
similar constituency as the departing director (for instance, a university president should be replaced by another university president, a CEO should be replaced by another CEO, and so on).

The Trust should be led by a senior individual selected by a majority vote of the board of directors plus the Under Secretary of State for Public Diplomacy and Public Affairs. The President of the USA•World Trust should be an individual of distinction, respected across party lines, with a deep knowledge of American foreign policy and national security interests, and of sufficient stature to engage key stakeholders. Ideally, the president should have worked both inside and outside of government in senior positions.

The Trust should have a clear mandate, charter, and by-laws to guide its operations. This mandate should make clear that the Trust should not engage in policy advocacy. The Trust’s mandate, relatively small size, governance structure, and lack of posts overseas should ensure there is no confusion about which organizations are vested with the authority to represent official U.S. foreign policy to foreign governments and societies. Government agencies, not the Trust, bear that responsibility.

The Trust should be easy to monitor due to its diligent commitment to transparency. It should publish a detailed annual report, submitted to Congress and made public on the Trust’s website. It should be subject to Freedom of Information Act requests, guaranteeing access to its inner workings and decisions. The Trust should not engage in covert activities or handle classified material for any reason.

To ensure responsiveness to national needs, the Trust should be required to convene a semi-annual meeting of senior government leaders from the State Department, Department of Defense, USAID, and other government agencies. Moreover, as part of its annual report, it must solicit letters of evaluation from the Under Secretary of State for Public Diplomacy and Public Affairs, and the equivalent representatives of USAID and DoD. These letters should comment on the extent to which the Trust is providing the services for which it was intended. These letters should not bind the funding decisions of the Congress but they would present a useful metric.

Careful oversight of the Trust should be paramount. The Trust should be evaluated annually through an external audit in its first several years, and then regularly thereafter. This study recommends a mandatory U.S. Government Accountability Office review for at least the first three years of the Trust’s existence. The Trust should also be subject to oversight from one or possibly two Congressional committees (unlike the Department of Homeland Security which reports to 86).13

To ensure the Trust commits time and energy to current public diplomacy needs as defined by a given Administration, the Congress should create a $10 million annual fund (equivalent to 20% of the Trust’s budget) for the U.S. government’s leading official in charge of public diplomacy and strategic communication. That fund, controlled by the Under Secretary, should ensure that executive branch agencies are able to contract with the Trust to conduct research and analysis, pilot programs, acquire or test new technologies, and attract experts to work on particular problems.

Together, these measures are designed to ensure that government has sufficient levers of “soft power” to ensure the Trust remains responsive to national needs while retaining the independence it needs to provide substantial added value to our nation’s public diplomacy efforts.

---

THE CASE FOR INDEPENDENCE

In hundreds of conversations with experts and practitioners inside and outside government, the only significant area of disagreement was how close or far away from government the Trust should be. After careful consideration and analysis, this study concludes that the Trust should be independent but there should be many mechanisms in place to ensure the Trust remains accountable and in service to the national interest. Through a formula of formal independence, extreme transparency of operation, and potent instruments of “soft power” provided to government agencies and leaders, the Trust attempts to strike the balance that would serve our nation's needs in the area of public diplomacy and strategic communication.

“IT OFTEN BEHOEVES GOVERNMENTS TO KEEP IN THE BACKGROUND AND WORK THROUGH PRIVATE ACTORS.”

Formal independence is recommended for the following reasons:

- Government needs an honest broker that can provide objective analysis and research, ask tough questions, and provide unpopular answers when necessary.

- Independence will free the Trust from day-to-day policy concerns and crises. Staff in Washington and overseas report that they have little time for deep reflection and are often pulled from long-term projects to meet pressing short-term needs. The freedom to be ahead of the curve or move counter to current trends, e.g. developing programs in Russia or Latin America when most funding in government is directed at the Middle East, would be a valuable contribution to our nation's comprehensive public diplomacy effort.

- A current gap in our nation's capabilities is the ability to take risks, a task that is understandably difficult in executive agencies charged with the responsibility of representing our nation to the world. The Trust must be free to make mistakes and experiment, without the risk of embarrassing senior officials or the U.S. government. Like a good venture capital fund, if the Trust does not make mistakes, it is being too cautious to generate the desired return on investment.

- Some formal distance from government allows the Trust to engage new or controversial groups (such as former terrorists now willing to speak out against terrorism), reach out to politically sensitive audiences (the Syrian public), experiment with new methods (how to best use tools like YouTube and social networking sites), or work with “edgy” media like MTV that can engage young people but provide awkward fora for dignified officials. Any of these projects might have the strong support of our government, but they may be delicate or ungainly for senior diplomats to embrace publicly. The Trust can provide a “heat shield” for such projects, where there is a high potential return but also the risk of embarrassment.

- The ability to be nimble and circumvent bureaucratic hurdles would be a valuable addition to our nation's capabilities. For instance, this study learned of an innovative and seemingly uncontroversial public-private partnership led by the State Department that required clearances from 30 different offices before it could even get started. This is not atypical and the requirements for such clearances exist for extremely valid reasons. However, this process is also cumbersome and impedes action.

- Independence allows the Trust to accept and pool funds from multiple sources, including
government agencies, and create multi-stakeholder partnerships with greater ease. Even where there are common interests, it is illegal to simply move money from one agency to another as needed. Moreover, according to some government officials, there is a need for a “central bank” for some public-private partnerships.

- Independence will enable the Trust to work with groups that are reluctant to work with any particular administration or government agency due to political or policy disagreements, a desire to appear independent of government, or a desire to appear “multinational” rather than tied to a particular national government. Again and again, corporations and nongovernmental organizations reported that they would be happy to help the government if they could avoid association with core government agencies. For instance, one major technology company volunteered to send staff to help the government make better use of the Internet and social networking technologies, but did not feel comfortable sending them to the State Department, Defense Department, or intelligence community. Scholars too sometimes shy from public association with government agencies for fear that they will lose their credibility in the region they study.

- Showcasing America’s vibrant marketplace of ideas, one of the greatest and most effective symbols of our democracy overseas, presents public diplomacy practitioners with the challenge of striking a delicate balance between appearing not to contradict American policy and showcasing American diversity. This challenge is longstanding in American public diplomacy. Our country has struck this balance most comfortably when the functions of advocating policy and presenting a wide range of American voices have been separate. The USA-World Trust will not resolve this tension entirely, but it will offer government an alternate venue to accomplish these dual and sometimes competing objectives when it deems appropriate.

- An independent organization provides a neutral forum to convene short and long-term visitors from U.S. government agencies, the military, the non-profit sector, universities, and the private sector to work as equals, regardless of their rank or status in home organizations.

- Finally, the Trust would be free of the many restrictions that (in many cases, correctly) impede the work of government: Federal Advisory Commission Act (FACA) restrictions, restrictions on accepting and moving funds, restrictions on sole source contracts, ethical restrictions on requesting assistance directly from companies and other organizations, requirements to gain clearances from multiple government agencies and offices, restrictions on hiring employees to meet short-term needs, the need to engage lawyers about any potential partnership, a lack of expertise about key issues, and a general culture of caution. To be clear, the Trust must adopt ethical practices, comply with its by-laws, and be subject to rigorous oversight. However, a small non-governmental organization should not need the same level of bureaucratic constraints as major U.S. government agencies.

---

14 The 1972 Federal Advisory Committee Act stipulates that “No advisory committee shall be established unless such establishment is (1) specifically authorized by statute or by the President; or (2) determined as a matter of formal record, by the head of the agency involved after consultation with the Administrator, with timely notice published in the Federal Register, to be in the public interest in connection with the performance of duties imposed on that agency by law.” Advisory committee meeting schedules must be published in the Federal Register and officials are also responsible to make other efforts “to insure that all interested persons are notified of such meeting prior thereto.” Meetings must be open to the public, with opportunities for public comment at the meeting or in writing, and detailed minutes must be published.
tasked with using lethal force or presenting the official position of the United States government overseas.

**Organizational Culture**

The culture of this organization will influence its success. The USA•WORLD Trust will prove its worth if it can

- focus on making others successful instead of claiming credit
- leverage its own resources to multiply the impact of its investments
- claim “not invented here” as a badge of honor
- take pride in being proactive, agile, and forward-looking
- become a hub of innovation and excellence
- meld the talents and insights of those in government and the private sector in service to government and the national interest
- be sensitive to changing technologies and trends
- maintain a balance between asking hard but constructive questions and being of service to government, and
- emerge as a resource for leaders and public diplomacy professionals in all agencies of government.

To create the appropriate organizational culture, staff should be drawn from a wide variety of backgrounds and welcome into their ranks a regular cadre of visitors from sectors across our society. Like the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), program staff should be required to leave after a determined period of time to ensure the constant injection of fresh ideas. To remain nimble, the organization should build a staff of approximately 150 full-time professionals in the short-term, with a large pool of visitors from government, the private sector, academia, and non-profit organizations. The Congress and executive branch may wish to re-evaluate this size over time, but should be wary of under-cutting the Trust’s ability to be nimble.

The Trust should be allowed to evolve. As it grows and develops, it may require representatives in several U.S. cities and perhaps in regional hub offices overseas. It should be allowed to shift resources, close programs and start new ones, and fire and acquire expertise as needed.

**A Note on the Name**

Like all of the new organization’s efforts, the name of this organization should be subject to rigorous scrutiny and testing both in the United States and overseas. The USA•World Trust is suggested as a starting point, but it has not been tested sufficiently.

**Cost and Justification**

This report recommends that the Congress provide the USA•World Trust with a $50 million annual budget, guaranteed for two years at a time to facilitate planning and good use of funds. This budget is expected to be supplemented by government contracts, foundation grants, private gifts, or other fee-for-service projects. As a 501c(3) organization, the Trust should be able to accept charitable donations, as does the British Council. To ensure these funds are spent effectively, the budget should build to this level over a three year period. The Trust should give away at least half of its annual budget through grants and spend the rest on staff, operations, and in-house research and projects. The Trust should establish a branding policy, ensuring that the American taxpayers’ investment is recognized appropriately.

If the Trust is successful, additional sources of revenue are likely to exceed this core operating budget many times over. Federal contracts, especially from the Departments of State and Defense, may be substantial if the Trust earns a reputation
Some have argued for the Trust to be entirely funded by private money. While desirable in the abstract, that funding model generates three concerns:

- This organization must serve the national interest in order to justify its very existence. Private funders have their own interests, which may or may not align with national public diplomacy or strategic communication priorities. If this organization followed, by necessity, the interests of funders instead of the national interest, a great opportunity would be lost.

- The history of U.S. public diplomacy is marked by large swings in funding, tactics, and geographic focus. A goal of the Trust is to reduce these swings, focusing a significant portion of its activities on long-term interests in addition to short-term needs.

- Private funders experience their own evolving fashions. As many non-governmental organizations and universities will attest, donors often wish to fund exciting new initiatives, not core operations or boring but effective old standards. Moreover, even dedicated donors wish to move on to other projects over time, leaving good projects without support.

Sustained funding with a course dictated by the national interest would be a more desirable outcome. This sustainability is critical. To have the desired long-term impact, the USA•World Trust should have a dependable and non-earmarked revenue stream to avoid the large swings in resources and focus that have plagued U.S. public diplomacy for the last fifty years. Government funds should not be the only source of revenue, but they are an essential foundation. Private funds

---

Investing in the creation of the USA•World Trust, while worthy, should only be undertaken if it does not draw already limited resources away from civilian international affairs agencies or other public diplomacy efforts. Though reforms and reallocation are needed, resources are already in short supply, especially within the State Department. Moreover, a new organization should be created only if it is given enough resources to truly make an impact. A shell organization, with resources only sufficient to sustain itself, will not dent the substantial challenges America faces and would waste taxpayer dollars.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Grants Awarded 2007</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States Institute of Peace $3 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Endowment for Democracy $90 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rockefeller Foundation $123 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carnegie Corporation $132 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford Foundation $632 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gates Foundation $2 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Science Foundation $4 billion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


fluctuate with current fashions and interests; public diplomacy should not. Indeed, a key purpose of this organization shall be to fill gaps—what should be done but is not happening—and move ahead of the curve.
Recommending bold, immediate acts to redefine the U.S. image needs a broader set of reforms and a new vision for U.S. public diplomacy. Consequently, this report recommends numerous reforms to the government’s strategy, leadership, organization, and methods of public diplomacy and strategic communication.

This report denies progress nor shortcomings in U.S. public diplomacy since the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001. The vast majority of public diplomacy professionals, at every level, are hard-working and dedicated. They deserve credit for what has gone right. Many programs—the Fulbright program, the International Visitor Program—have weathered the tests of time while many new initiatives—the digital outreach team, which seeks to engage foreigners in dialogue on blogs, as well as expanded use of public-private partnerships—show ingenuity and an ability to adapt. Other reports have chronicled both longstanding successes and new reforms, distributing praise where praise is due. More have criticized past efforts with gusto and had ample examples from which to draw. There is no need to duplicate those efforts here. Instead, this report looks forward, drawing on the excellent work of others, particularly reports by the Defense Science Board, CSIS Smart Power Commission, Council on Foreign Relations, Advisory Group on Public Diplomacy for the Arab and Muslim World, Government Accountability Office, and more than thirty other groups (see Appendix C for examples).

**Recommendations for Reform**

**Symbolism**

The next president should take bold and immediate acts to redefine the image of the United States in the eyes of the world. Long-term strategies, carefully constructed policies, and effective day-to-day management are important, but a few bold strokes by a new president would do much to symbolize that a page in history has turned and create a welcoming environment for a new president’s foreign policy.

A new president should select actions that will reflect his deep personal convictions and symbolize the aspirations of his presidency. Though this decision should be made personally by a new president, a few illustrative examples follow. First, a new president should take steps to symbolize that America will live up to its own principles. For instance, he should announce a specific date for the closure of the U.S. prison at Guantanamo and sign an executive order to that effect in a public event. Second, he could travel to the Middle East and address a gathering of young people, speaking not about politics directly, but rather to learn about their hopes and to discuss what America hopes for them. He should be honest about what America can and cannot do, and what they must ultimately do for themselves. Third, he should engage in symbolic acts that reflect what America stands for and reflect our hope for a better future for all, not just ourselves. Research for this study led to the following suggestions.
Show commitment to education and international understanding by tripling the number of Fulbright awards granted every year, from 3,200 new and continuing student fellows to 10,000 per year.

Lay the groundwork for future communication and prosperity by investing in a dramatic new effort to increase the number of world citizens with access to the Internet.

Maximize the potential of the Internet and World Wide Web by
- creating a Global Virtual Science Library that gives nations access to the knowledge they need to engineer earthquake safe buildings, perform modern dentistry, research worm-resistant crops, and treat life-threatening diseases
- supporting the Library of Congress’s World Digital Library initiative to digitally preserve the world’s cultural heritage and make manuscripts, maps, rare books, photographs, and other significant cultural materials available to all
- creating on-line open-source portals to teach English, reading, and other essential skills.

Strategy

To be effective, the U.S. government needs a comprehensive interagency strategy for public diplomacy and strategic communication. Per the Smith-Thornberry Amendment in the 2009 Defense Authorization Bill (H.R. 5658), this strategy should include overall objectives, goals, actions to be performed, and benchmarks and timetables for the achievement of these goals and objectives. The strategy should also be closely aligned with the National Security Strategy. It should include, but not be limited to, countering terrorism and the extremist ideologies that nourish and sustain terrorist networks.

“A real effort at developing a grand strategy requires thinking about the kind of world that is most conducive to American interests and how to set a course that, over several decades and multiple administrations, stands a good chance of helping to bring such a world about.”

To implement this strategy, our government’s most senior leaders must be able to assess the nation’s many interests, including an assessment of foreign public opinion and its implications, and make choices accordingly. America’s foreign policy needs are complex and no one interest, even security, should trump all others. The United States must have borders that both welcome and deny entry, export controls that both share and deny access to technology, embassies that both engage and protect, and a foreign policy that advances our goals while also protecting the legitimate interests of others. Addressing these needs requires structures that can cope with complexity and manage risks accordingly.

In addition to considering foreign public opinion in policy-making, our government should consider how to use communication and public diplomacy strategically in order to implement policy. We must have the capacity to look ahead, shape the public debate, and lay the groundwork for future success. Public diplomacy should not be conceived as something done only after decisions are made.

To advance these objectives, the President should
- require a public diplomacy and strategic communication plan, updated annually, to illustrate how public diplomacy will be used to support the national security strategy
- conduct a comprehensive review of what each agency is doing in the realm of public diplomacy and strategic communication and set clear guidelines for each agency’s role
require each agency to submit a plan for implementing the strategy.

**Leadership**

Leadership comes from the top. The new president should make public diplomacy a priority and maintain a personal awareness of global public opinion and how it will affect the success of policy. This leadership must be reinforced by the Secretary of State and National Security Adviser. The President should also set an example for all senior officials, recalling that statements made for domestic consumption will echo around the globe.

In keeping with this study’s recommendation to strengthen existing government agencies instead of creating new ones, the president should reiterate that the Under Secretary of State for Public Diplomacy and Public Affairs leads the U.S. government’s efforts in public diplomacy and international strategic communication and hold the Under Secretary personally accountable for developing and implementing a government-wide strategy. He should issue a formal and public order that the Under Secretary of State for Public Diplomacy and Public Affairs is authorized and expected to lead the U.S. government’s public diplomacy and strategic communication efforts on behalf of himself and the Secretary of State.

A new Under Secretary should be selected based on his or her ability to lead this interagency mission and guide its complex and multifaceted elements. That person should then be held accountable for accomplishing this mission.

The Under Secretary of State for Public Diplomacy and Public Affairs should be responsible for convening the interagency Policy Coordinating Committee (PCC) on Public Diplomacy and Strategic Communication regularly. This PCC should ensure that resources, programs, and activities are proactively and effectively coordinated to support the government’s foreign policy objectives and that every agency and department places high priority on public diplomacy and strategic communication. To lead effectively, the Under Secretary should have access to knowledge regarding all covert and overt operations related to strategic communication and public diplomacy in all agencies; greater policy, budgetary, and personnel authority within the U.S. State Department; and additional resources as outlined below.

Foreign public opinion and its repercussions should be factored into American foreign policy making at its earliest stages. Ultimately American policy must serve the U.S. national interest regardless of what foreigners think. However, foreign opinion has an impact on the costs and benefits, success or failure, of foreign policies. Analyzing the repercussions of policy choices in advance is simply good statecraft.

Some will argue that there must be an even higher level position in the White House to ensure the prominence of public diplomacy and strategic communication in foreign policy making. These recommendations are understandable given the importance of public diplomacy and its history of undervaluation as a policy instrument. However, the creation of such positions carries its own complications. That position would also draw responsibility and accountability away from the State Department, complicate lines of authority in the National Security Council and U.S. government generally, and create potential competition.
and another layer of bureaucracy. The solution presented here is also imperfect, but its imperfections are manageable through good personnel appointments, clear mandates from the highest authorities, and a president and cabinet secretaries who place due value on public diplomacy and strategic communication.

**Organization**

Our government has not fully adjusted to many recent organizational changes: the absorption of the U.S. Information Agency into the State Department and creation of an Under Secretary of State for Public Diplomacy and Public Affairs, the creation of the Office of Support for Public Diplomacy within the Department of Defense, the marriage of the State Department and U.S. Agency for International Development, the creation of a Department of Homeland Security, and the creation of a new Directorate of National Intelligence and National Counterterrorism Center.

Given pressing current needs and the fact that many organizational reforms are still in process, the next administration should focus on making what exists work better, not creating major new organizations.

The most pressing changes are to ensure stronger interagency coordination, substantially enhance the State Department’s capacity to carry out its mission, and to ensure that public diplomacy gets due consideration at every level and in every part of foreign policy making and implementation. Interviews and research conducted for this study exposed again and again the lack of resources in public diplomacy, particularly in the State Department. This lack of resources creates a vicious cycle. The Department has insufficient resources to do its job, so it does not always perform the range of duties some would expect. This creates dissatisfaction with the Department, leading the Congress to invest more resources in other agencies that are equipped to carry out the mission, most notably the Department of Defense. DoD, however, is not always the ideal agency to be the most visible face of the United States in many parts of the world, especially where publics feel threatened by American power.

- The National Security Council should maintain a senior position at the level of Deputy National Security Adviser to coordinate U.S. government efforts in public diplomacy and strategic communication. That person should continue to serve as Vice Chair of the Policy Coordinating Committee on Strategic Communication within the National Security Council and ensure that committee meets at least monthly. This person should also ensure that public diplomacy and strategic communication are considered seriously in the foreign policy making process and across issues.

- The next administration should embrace the concept of a Global Strategic Engagement Center (GSEC), the renamed and repurposed Counterterrorism Communication Center. This newly created center, which reports to the Under Secretary of State for Public Diplomacy and Public Affairs, is designed to be the secretariat of the interagency PCC, with staff appointed from relevant agencies. The GSEC should facilitate interagency activities below the level of the PCC members and generally support the PCC. In addition, the U.S. government needs a web of networks connecting relevant actors across agencies at every level in Washington and overseas.

- The State Department should also create interagency regional hub offices for public diplomacy, with a special coordinator (holding the rank of Ambassador) that reports to the Under Secretary for Public Diplomacy and Public Affairs. These regional hubs will provide a home for the existing but skeletal media relations hubs, a nexus for coordinating relevant interagency activity, and a direct and regular point of contact for the Combatant Commanders. They should have
a dedicated staff to promote long-term relationships, manage educational and cultural exchanges, and house the existing State Department regional officers focused on Environment, Science, Technology and Health (ESTH). Finally, the hubs should have the staff and resources necessary to understand and analyze public opinion in each region. They should conduct polling, focus groups, and other activities to inform the government's interagency public diplomacy and strategic communication efforts.

- The State Department should appoint a full-time Deputy Assistant Secretary for Public Diplomacy in every regional bureau of the State Department as well as functional bureaus focused on oceans, environment and science; democracy, human rights and labor; economic, energy, and business affairs; and other bureaux as appropriate and resources allow. Routine public affairs duties such as scheduling and preparing talking points for media interviews should be handled by more junior staff, freeing time for strategic planning, advising the Assistant Secretary in charge of the regional bureau, liaising between the bureau and the regional hub, and engaging with groups outside the Department.

- Embassies should receive a significant increase in the number of foreign service officers that staff them generally, and particularly in public diplomacy. There should be separate officers to deal with long-term relationship building on the one hand and short-term public affairs work for the ambassador on the other. The latter is important, but it should not eclipse the former. This recommendation echoes Secretary of State Rice’s request to the Congress for 1,100 new foreign service officers and calls by the American Academy of Diplomacy and Stimson Center to increase public diplomacy staff by over 800 American and locally employed professionals by 2014.

- The State Department, Defense Department, and other relevant agencies should create an interagency program to bring outside experts into government for one-to-two year periods. Modeled on the American Association for the Advancement of Science Fellowships, Jefferson Science Fellowships, and Council on Foreign Relations International Affairs Fellowships, this program would bring new perspectives and expertise to the task of public diplomacy.

- The U.S. government should embark on reforms to make itself more nimble. Red tape is thick, the bureaucracy is slow, and good initiatives are frustrated. Every agency should have clearer and streamlined processes for engaging in public-private partnerships, speaking with the media, convening outside experts, and sharing information. Unclear or overly complex regulations lead to undue caution and lost opportunities.

- The State Department should train its people more effectively and give them more opportunities for professional advancement. In contrast to Defense Department personnel, State Department officers receive far less training and education. Whereas the Department of Defense has a 10% “float” and funds to send staff out for training, the State Department faces a personnel shortfall of 2,400 staff.17 Foreign Service officers need a wide variety of skills and knowledge to be effective public diplomacy officers including better foreign language skills, knowledge of

foreign societies and cultures, and better understanding of the techniques necessary to engage foreign publics effectively. In addition to formal education, promising officers should be encouraged to spend a year at a relevant business, NGO, or university.

➢ The State Department should reconsider its staffing policies in the field. Public diplomacy officers in particular need the ability to build in-depth knowledge of and long-term relationships with local opinion leaders. This is extremely difficult when diplomats rotate frequently, especially in unaccompanied posts where assignments last only one year. Though changing these policies will be challenging, the outcome will be more effective public diplomacy, especially in countries of critical importance like Pakistan.

➢ The National Security Council should create a strategic planning council, as recommended by other studies, to ensure that efforts to address short-term demands do not overshadow the pursuit of important long-term interests. A strategic planning process that engages all the tools of national power, including public diplomacy and strategic communication, would be a positive step forward.

➢ The Congress should substantially increase the State Department’s budget for public diplomacy. One component of these funds should support a 100% increase in foreign service officers over the next ten years, as recommended by the Secretary of State’s Advisory Commission on Transformational Diplomacy. A significant proportion of these officers should be focused on public diplomacy.

➢ The Congress should ensure funding for dedicated Deputy Assistant Secretaries in each regional bureau, staff in regional hub offices, an enhanced staff for the Global Strategic Engagement Center, and senior advisers in the Under Secretary of Public Diplomacy and Public Affairs front office to help manage the expanded role of the Under Secretary effectively.

➢ The national security council should create a strategic planning council, as recommended by other studies, to ensure that efforts to address short-term demands do not overshadow the pursuit of important long-term interests. A strategic planning process that engages all the tools of national power, including public diplomacy and strategic communication, would be a positive step forward.

➢ The Congress should substantially increase the State Department’s budget for public diplomacy. One component of these funds should support a 100% increase in foreign service officers over the next ten years, as recommended by the Secretary of State’s Advisory Commission on Transformational Diplomacy. A significant proportion of these officers should be focused on public diplomacy.

➢ The Congress should ensure funding for dedicated Deputy Assistant Secretaries in each regional bureau, staff in regional hub offices, an enhanced staff for the Global Strategic Engagement Center, and senior advisers in the Under Secretary of Public Diplomacy and Public Affairs front office to help manage the expanded role of the Under Secretary effectively.

“America’s diplomats are also struggling to break free from the bureaucratic practices that keep them inside U.S. embassy buildings and that emphasize the processing of information over the personal, active, direct engagement that wins friends and supporters for America.”


**Resources**

Public diplomacy is vital to achieving American national security and foreign policy interests. Resources, though limited, should reflect that priority. That is not happening. To give just one benchmark for comparison, the British Council—the independent arm of the British government tasked with education and cultural relations—has a budget that is roughly double the State Department’s Educational and Cultural Affairs bureau. Within our own country, there are currently more musicians in military bands than diplomats. Though comparisons of this variety are imperfect, they are illustrative. The importance of public diplomacy is not reflected in the resources devoted to it. A reallocation is in order.

A shortage of resources should not be used as an excuse. Indeed, many valuable reforms could occur with little or no new resources. However, to achieve substantial impact, more funds are a necessary foundation for better public diplomacy.

“*Our leader in the war of ideas has no troops.*”

—Defense Department official, personal communication with the author, 2008

Large budgetary fluctuations have characterized U.S. public diplomacy for the last fifty years or more. These fluctuations limit the impact of public diplomacy.

**Understanding**

To engage the world effectively, we must understand it. We need to understand foreign cultures and societies, how people communicate, which leaders they trust, how they prioritize competing values, where they get their information, and why. With an intelligence budget in the tens of billions of dollars, we could be expected to know this. We do not, at least not sufficiently.

➢ Our government needs to spend more time, energy, and resources on listening. We should listen more and more publicly. Letting others know that we care what they think is a sign of respect and would alone lay the groundwork for better relations.

---

“*All too often, programming has seemed to reflect a ballistic concept of communication—a one-way shooting of a message at a target. Today, however, Americans understand that they have much to learn as well as to teach and that cooperative leadership requires good listening as well as persuasive talking.*”

This understanding needs to inform both policies and projects, especially in public diplomacy. We cannot remind ourselves enough that others do not see the world as we see it and may interpret our statements or actions in ways we never intended.

Information, especially unclassified or open source intelligence, is too compartmentalized and does not always reach the public diplomacy professionals who need it. Better sharing of relevant information with employees who work in public diplomacy and strategic communication, and rewards for those employees who share information widely and effectively, would extract more value from existing intelligence expenditures.

Within government, there is poor information about what other departments or agencies are doing. This will always be a problem in large organizations but our government could improve. The lack of knowledge leads to duplication, insufficient learning from experience, insufficient impact, and the waste of taxpayer dollars.

American citizens, as well as our government, need to understand the world better. This is a mission that extends far beyond public diplomacy, but it affects our ability to engage effectively with the world, whether in government, business, or the non-profit sector. Education, formal and informal, and especially language instruction needs more attention. Americans also need an understanding of what their government is doing internationally and why it is important. In addition to better domestic outreach, the Congress should revise the Smith-Mundt Act (the
The best public diplomacy is tailored to the task and in line with an overall strategy. In many cases, this will entail two-way dialogue. But a powerful presidential speech, a one-way message, in front of a grand backdrop should not be underestimated.

The best, most creative initiatives may undercut their own effectiveness if they are not sustained. By raising expectations, they may ultimately harm more than help.

Public diplomacy will be most effective if it recognizes that audiences are not monolithic. Though our government agencies and military commands are often organized according to world regions, we must remind ourselves often that those regions contain populations marked by vast differences. American interests are well served by understanding these differences and adjusting our communications accordingly.

Listening, done publicly and genuinely, is itself an act of public diplomacy.

Branding, especially efforts to make clear that foreign assistance such as food and humanitarian assistance are funded by the American people, has an appropriate place in our strategy. Though our government agencies and military commands are often organized according to world regions, we must remind ourselves often that those regions contain populations marked by vast differences. American interests are well served by understanding these differences and adjusting our communications accordingly.

A few points, drawn from extensive interviews and research, are worth keeping in mind.
Private companies invest tremendous resources in evaluating their products before they are public. This is not always practical in government, which must respond quickly to world events. When it is, agencies should have the resources to do this. Even seasoned officers should not assume they know how their efforts will be received. The Defense Department, which does have resources for testing, reports occasional surprise at how others react to its products and has revised its method in response. The State Department has had few resources to test new initiatives and, as a result, has neither expertise in nor a culture of testing. Evaluation of programs after the fact is also essential to future success, but there is little money budgeted for this purpose. Program managers should be given funds for evaluation and be held accountable for using them wisely.

Educational and professional exchanges are among the most effective methods we have to engage foreign publics. These programs, as well as specialized scholarships to advance military, public health, economic, and development goals, deserve larger budgets.

Our government, including the Congress, needs to have a serious discussion about the proper role and scope of covert information operations. Public diplomacy professionals often pretend the intelligence community does not exist, for fear of tainting their work. But it does exist—and covert action has a proper, if limited, role in promoting American interests outside of war zones. Ignoring the role of covert actions damages the mission not only by failing to engage useful tools but—as significantly—creating space for unwise uses of covert activities. In an age where we must assume that anything can become public, unwise covert acts, even small ones, can undermine larger overt efforts and the overall strategy.

America’s broadcasting strategy and organization needs a serious review and rethinking to adapt to the age we live in. The Broadcasting Board of Governors is a confusing jumble of broadcasting agencies that are currently disengaged from the broader U.S. public diplomacy strategy. A newly released BBG strategic plan for 2008-2013 calls for closer collaboration with U.S. public diplomacy but that effort has not yet begun and would represent a break from past principles. While the various BBG services have introduced laudable new initiatives such as websites and call-in shows to facilitate dialogue as well as one-way messages, its methods are nonetheless in need of review. This review should include an analysis of U.S. government outreach to foreign media outlets in information-saturated markets as well as a review of media outlets funded by the American taxpayer.

Partnership should be a core organizational principle. Government agencies increasingly will need to cooperate with organizations in the public, private, and non-profit sector both in the United States and overseas.

Government agencies should develop clear rules and processes to engage partners. These should be efficient and streamlined. Some suggest doing away with certain rules that restrict fundraising, impede the formation of advisory groups, and prevent work with organizations where there are real or perceived conflicts of interest. This should be done only with great caution. Despite good intentions, there is the potential for abuse. Efficiency is an important goal of government, but fairness and accountability are also important values.

Government agencies also must develop a culture of partnership and overcome suspicion of the private sector. This will come
with experience, but it will also entail training. Government employees need to know how to work effectively with private sector organizations and what those organizations hope to get out of partnerships.

- Agencies must understand that partnership entails more than finding a company to write a check. This scenario is not only rare, it also reflects poor understanding of all the private sector has to offer.

**SECURITY**

Security should not trump engagement. The United States should strike the proper balance between security and openness, recognizing that less of the latter does not necessarily increase the former. Openness enhances American security in many ways—by increasing U.S. economic power, prosperity, and influence; bringing skills and talent to our country; and building networks of people who understand and perhaps support our values and interests—even as it poses risks. As a nation, we have not yet found the right balance, at our borders, in our visa and immigration policies, and at our embassies overseas. Our government should

- reaffirm support from the President, Secretary of State, and Secretary of Homeland Security for a new philosophy towards border controls and visas, which emphasizes the need to be open and welcoming
- treat visitors and visa applicants with respect, dignity, and a welcoming attitude, even as we maintain or strengthen security procedures. This will require high level guidance, training for border and customs officials, incentives that reward civility, and streamlined and effective procedures
- reiterate globally that America welcomes students, tourists, business people, researchers, and other well-intentioned visitors

- visibly signal this commitment with higher caps on temporary and permanent employment-based visa categories (H-1B visas and green cards).

---

"Since the 9/11 attacks, America has struggled to make our borders—both physical and virtual—more secure while maintaining the freedom and openness for which our country is celebrated. It is no indictment of the effort or thoughtfulness of government employees to suggest that we can and must do better."

—Secure Borders and Open Doors Advisory Board, *Preserving our Welcome to the World in an Age of Terrorism*, 2008

---

**IMPACT**

Public diplomacy must show results. Not all of these results will be quantifiable or observable in the short term, but all public diplomacy initiatives must be developed with impact in mind.

- To maximize impact, programs should either reach mass publics or target opinion leaders for a specific purpose.
- Programs must be evaluated diligently. To do this, employees must be allowed to fail and discouraged from reporting that every project is a brilliant success. Uninterrupted perfection is not a realistic or useful standard and employees should not be held to it.
- The U.S. government should invest in the development of better tools to evaluate the success and impact of public diplomacy programs. Such evaluation is extremely difficult, especially if one wishes to measure long-term rather than short-term impact and changes in behavior as well as attitudes. However, such tools do exist in the private sector and could be adapted for public diplomacy purposes.
Conclusion

AmeriCa faces a rapidly evolving world, characterized by new centers of power, new ways of communicating, new opportunities, and new perils. Achieving national interests in this environment will require legitimacy and public support, domestically and around the world. Our country is well endowed to rise to this challenge. However, we will continue to need new thinking, new capacities, and new approaches that recognize the complex global environment we face now and the evolving threats we must brave in the future.

This report presents a means to accomplish this end, based on extensive analysis and consultations with individuals in U.S. government agencies and hundreds of private citizens. It recommends a nimble new organization to support our government’s efforts and engage companies, universities, and non-governmental organizations in that endeavor. It also calls for a comprehensive approach to strengthen U.S. government capabilities in public diplomacy and strategic communication, bolstered by a clear strategy, new resources, stronger interagency coordination, the more welcoming treatment of visitors, and new methods.

Public diplomacy is an important part of America’s endeavor to engage the support of foreign publics in pursuit of common interests and values. But, of course, it is not the only—or even the most important—means of shaping our global future. To confront current and future challenges and lay the groundwork for policy success, America needs and will always need

- a foreign policy in line with our highest ideals
- a domestic policy that invests in Americans and their collective future
- a comprehensive, forward-looking, and hard-headed strategy for how to engage and communicate with the world
- strong but adaptable institutions, staffed by professionals who collectively possess the foreign language abilities, deep knowledge of foreign cultures, and wide range of skills necessary to conduct public diplomacy
- foreign policies that promote American interests, based on careful evaluation of the full costs and benefits, including the support or opposition of foreign stakeholders
- a comprehensive understanding of the global environment, including the beliefs and values of foreign societies
- effective, creative, and evolving means to convey and build support for specific policies
- a carefully maintained balance between responding quickly to new opportunities and challenges, without overreacting and neglecting regions that fall out of the headlines
- the ability to project a nuanced and complex vision of America, our ideals, institutions, and society, in order to challenge simplistic assumptions that obstruct understanding
- deep networks of personal relationships between Americans and foreign counterparts
- growing support for universal values such as liberty, equality, justice, and tolerance
- an international environment of understanding, respect, and trust in which the pursuit of common interests is more feasible.

Though America has not yet achieved this vision, it is realistic and attainable. A re-energized national effort at public diplomacy—one that draws fully on the energy and talents of the American people, supports likeminded champions around the world, and is grounded in a stronger government-wide strategy—will help America to achieve this vision. Our nation, and also the world, will be safer, more prosperous, and more honorable for it.
This report benefitted from the expertise, experience, and opinions of a wide variety of individuals. Some contributors requested anonymity, and those requests were respected. The author regrets any omissions and offers deep thanks to all those who contributed, whether listed here or not. The views expressed in this report are the author’s alone and do not necessarily represent the views of any of these individuals or the organizations that employ them.
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Recent legislation and numerous reports have recommended the creation of new organizations to support U.S. public diplomacy objectives. The chart below summarizes these recommendations.

**Defense Authorization Bill**

The Smith-Thornberry amendment to this Bill recommends a Center for Strategic Communication. This non-profit organization will be responsible for providing independent assessment and strategic guidance on strategic communication and public diplomacy to the government.

**Omnibus Appropriations Bill**

This bill recommends a public-private organization that will serve as a knowledge bank and a program integration and coordination hub. It will improve interagency coordination, and draw upon private sector knowledge and expertise to inform program strategies, improve program results, and utilize resources in smarter, more innovative, and more effective ways.

**Defense Science Board 2008**

This task force recommends a Center for Global Engagement. This independent organization would attract civil society expertise. It would be a hub for innovation and ideas, a repository of expertise, a means to institutionalize continuity and long-term memory, and a focus for experimentation and project development. It would be a non-profit, non-partisan, and tax-exempt 501(c)(3). Its board of directors would provide direction for programs and projects. Activities would be widely varied, including research and analysis, cross-cultural exchanges of ideas, and creation and dissemination of products and programs.

**Secure Borders and Open Doors Advisory Committee**

A Corporation for Public Diplomacy is recommended. As a quasi-governmental organization, it would engage all sectors of American society in improving world opinion of the U.S. It would take a long-term approach and would be insulated from partisan politics. Most public diplomacy programs would be removed from the State Department and housed in this new organization, which would have the responsibility of creating, conducting, and evaluating public diplomacy.

---

The proposed independent 501(c)(3) organization, named the Foundation for International Understanding, would work to improve international understanding by supporting the U.S. government’s public diplomacy. It would conduct grant-making, polling and analysis of foreign public opinion, and use “new media” to support private advocates with common goals. It would convene practitioners, leverage resources, promote innovation, and use new technologies to improve exchange programs and connections with program alumni.

The recommended Corporation for Public Diplomacy will be an independent and nonpartisan organization. The governing board will include representatives of political parties, the business community, media, and the nonprofit sector. Like a business, the CEO and management team will be held accountable for achieving goals. These goals will be established with a set of metrics that measure the improvement of America’s reputation and image in the world.

A New Institution for International Knowledge and Communication is recommended by CSIS. This semi-independent non-profit organization will tap into public and non-profit sector expertise. It will receive federal appropriations and report to the Secretary of State. An independent board will provide a “heat shield” from current political pressures. It will fill gaps in four main operational areas: improved understanding, dialogue of ideas, advice to public officials, and shaping foreign attitudes about the United States to fit with reality.

The suggested organization, a Cultural Diplomacy Clearinghouse, will support efforts to bring the best artists, writers, and other cultural figures to foreign audiences. It will develop public-private partnerships and raise funds. As an independent clearinghouse, in the manner of the British Council, this organization will have separate housing from the embassies so cultural events can attract wider audiences.

The Smith-Mundt Act restricts the State Department from disseminating information about foreign public opinion to other agencies. Meanwhile, the BBG, DoD and CIA all engage commercial polling firms. To avoid waste and disseminate information, the recommended independent agency, an Independent Public Opinion Research Center, will collect information. It will not disseminate products or services publicly.

---

The recommended government agency—U.S. Agency for Public Diplomacy and Foundation for the Future—will coordinate all public diplomacy efforts. The Foundation for the Future will create a permanent trust fund to support international exchanges, and will be managed by a nonpartisan board of directors. The Agency director will hold the rank of deputy secretary and report to the Deputy Secretary of State. It will include education and cultural affairs, information programs, all public diplomacy aspects of regional and functional bureaus, the office of research, and aspects of the public affairs bureau of the State Department.

A recommended Center for Strategic Communication would be an independent nonpartisan 501(c) (3), that takes direction from the NSC Deputy National Security Advisor for Strategic Communication and members of the Strategic Communication Committee. The center would be governed by a board of directors and would: provide information and analysis to civilian and military decision-makers; develop plans, products and programs for U.S. strategic communication; support government strategic communications through non-governmental initiatives; and support cross-cultural exchanges.

A Corporation for Public Diplomacy is recommended by Brookings fellow Hady Amr. This non-profit independent organization will bridge the gap between public and private sectors. It will facilitate private donations for public diplomacy. It will be nimble, and will be a credible messenger that engages in dialogue and does not shy away from issues of political sensitivity. It will cooperate with, and be on the same page as, government public diplomacy efforts.

A recommended independent organization, the Center for Public Diplomacy would support non-governmental programs that communicate messages compatible with American interests and ideals. It would promote projects that facilitate dialogue and cooperation between Americans and foreigners. Modeled on the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, the organization would allow government, foundations, corporations, and individuals to contribute to specific programs and provide general support. Grants for private and non-profit activities would encourage use of advanced media and information technology.

This group recommends a Corporation for Public Diplomacy. This independent organization will make grants to individual producers and independent, indigenous media channels to create and disseminate high quality programming in the Arab and Muslim world. It will develop programming in partnership with private firms, nonprofit institutions, and government agencies in the U.S. and abroad, and distribute that programming through existing channels.

---

An **Independent Public Diplomacy Training Institute** is recommended. This independent organization will coordinate with and supplement the State Department’s National Foreign Affairs Training Center. It will offer training and services in public opinion research, cultural and attitudinal analysis, segmentation, database management, strategic formulation, political campaign management, marketing and branding, technology and tactics, communications and organizational planning, program evaluations, and conduct studies on media trends. Also recommended is a **Public Diplomacy Reserve Corps**. Modeled on the Federal Emergency Management Agency, the Corps will augment domestic and overseas operations by developing action plans, providing training, and engaging the private sector.

Modeled on the **Corporation for Public Broadcasting**, the recommended **Corporation for Public Diplomacy** will be a tax-exempt 501(c)3 able to receive private grants. The organization will be led by a bipartisan board of directors and will be Congressionally funded. The activities of the organization will include: cultivating public-private messengers in order to build bridges and improve cross-cultural relations, supporting independent indigenous new media channels, and creating joint think tanks with foreign countries.

---
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